WELCOME TO THE KELLOGG SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT GLOBAL HUB

Take a tour of our lakefront Global Hub, a state-of-the-art education center built for the 21st century. The Global Hub embodies Kellogg’s unique culture and spirit. This flexible and multifaceted space inspires innovative forms of learning, idea sharing and community interaction. It also helps us advance our mission to educate, equip and inspire brave leaders who build strong organizations and wisely leverage the power of markets to create lasting value.

MUST SEE SPACES:

1. **GIES PLAZA**
   - At the center of the Global Hub is a soaring, three-story, 6,000-square-foot atrium. To the east, a view of Lake Michigan, and to the south, Chicago’s skyline. Gies Plaza is the building’s grand central meeting point.

2. **SPANISH STEPS**
   - Gies Plaza is anchored by two sweeping, 34-foot-wide stairways reminiscent of Rome’s renowned Spanish Steps. These steps serve as convening space and fluidly link the lower level, first and second floors.

3. **GALVIN FAMILY DESIGN WING AND CONFERENCE CENTER**
   - North of the plaza is the Galvin Family Design Wing and Conference Center. This 7,800-square-foot area transforms how we teach problem solving at Kellogg — with a focus on flexible classroom design, unique studio spaces and technology that enhances reasoning skills and the creation of prototypes. This wing includes four design studios, each a 320-square-foot creative workspace where students will meet to explore innovative ideas.

4. **FLAT CLASSROOMS**
   - Our classrooms are designed for maximum adaptability with movable walls to accommodate an array of teaching styles and learning preferences. Flat classrooms are ideal to facilitate teamwork, group projects and side-by-side learning. These two 70-seat, 1,800-square-foot spaces are equipped with advanced technology, including cameras that record, stream or video conference and ceiling microphones that promote participation. Remove the partition and an even larger space is created, well-suited to host conference events.

5. **TIERED CLASSROOMS**
   - This is one of seven tiered classrooms in the building. A tiered classroom, with clear sightlines to the front of the room, is ideal for lectures and presentations. Some classrooms feature Cisco TelePresence technology to allow live collaboration with people around the world.

6. **GORDON’S MARKETPLACE**
   - This restaurant and dining space offers a broad array of options, from fresh baked pizza to global cuisine. All are welcome to relax in the dining room that holds up to 325 seats, or go outside to the south or east terrace and enjoy the lake views from the Montag Vista. The space is a gathering place for students, faculty and administrators to share a meal or connect over a cup of coffee.

7. **WHITE AUDITORIUM**
   - This two-story, 6,600-square-foot auditorium provides a premier event space, welcoming academic, business and civic innovators from around the globe. Floor-to-ceiling windows afford exquisite views of the lake and skyline, and acoustic panels ensure excellent sound quality. The space can accommodate 200 to 300 people, depending on how it is configured.
THERE'S EVEN MORE TO SEE...

Check out the fitness center and coffee shop on the lower level or visit the Career Management Center and Recruitment Lounge on the second floor. From quiet corners and comfortable lounges to workspaces and study rooms, there are many more places to explore in the Global Hub.